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Abstract

Introduction

Among the large number of topics related to the
quantification of images in electron and confocal microscopies for applications in biology, we selected four subjects that we consider to be representative of some recent tendencies. The first is the quantification of threedimensional data sets recorded routinely in scanning confocal microscopy. The second is the quantification of
the textural and fractal appearance of images. The two
other topics are related to image series, which are more
and more often provided by imaging instruments. The
first kind of series concerns electron energy-filtered
images. We show that the parametric (modelling) approach can be complemented by non-parametric approaches (e.g., different variants of multivariate statistical techniques). The other kind of series consists of
multiple mappings of a specimen. We describe several
new tools for the study and quantification of the co-location, with potential application to multiple mappings in
microanalysis or in fluorescence microscopy.

Many imaging instruments are now available on the
market for producing images of biological structures .
These instruments cover a large range of resolution,
from the sub-millimeter range obtained with optical microscopes operating at low magnification to the nanometer range which can be reached by near-field microscopes (tunnel and atomic force microscopes). Between
these two extremes of the scale, the confocal microscope
and the different kinds of electron microscopes, transmission (TEM), scanning (SEM) and scanning transmission (STEM) fill the gap . Each of these microscopes,
and others like the X-ray microscope, the Raman microscope and the acoustic microscope, for instance, have
their own constraints and peculiarities, which make it
impossible to observe the same specimen with the different microscopes. It is, however , possible to record images at different scales.
The scale is not the only parameter that distinguishes the various kinds of images available. The nature of these images and the different types of information they provide can also be different. This information
can be of a topographic, "functional" or chemical nature. Near-field microscopes, for instance, provide information mainly related to the surface topography, and
it is relatively difficult to infer information about the
interior of the objects. This is also approximately true
for SEM. Conventional optical microscopy and TEM
give information related to the relative density of the observed structures. Fortunately, staining techniques allow
us to selectively increase the density of a large number
of constituents, which can thus be observed with higher
contrast than in their natural state. When this kind of
feature selection is inoperative, other approaches can be
used to highlight specific features. These approaches
include: cytochemistry, immunocytochemistry, fluorescence microscopy and in situ hybridization. These operative modes make it possible to obtain "functional"
images of the specimen, where the main interest is not
only in the topography of the substructures but also in
the number of features present (antigenic sites, fluores-
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cent sites, etc.), revealed by the pre-imaging procedure.
Besides these imaging methods, there is also a panoply of methods designed to reveal the chemical nature of
the constituents of a specimen. These methods constitute the microanalytical adjuncts to microscopy which
can be performed with optical (fluorescence, Raman, infra-red microanalysis), electron (X-ray, electron energyloss, Auger microanalysis) or ion microscopes. At first,
the microanalytical techniques were either of spectroscopic or imaging nature. But recently, these two kinds
of activities have become completely integrated, and the
emergence of spectrum-imaging techniques is one of the
most promising tendencies of the microscopic science.
All these kinds of images and related information
(morphometric, functional or microanalytical) need to be
quantified if one wants to get the best out of the efforts
made to develop such sophisticated instruments.
The quantification of the information contained in
images of bioiogical specimens is not in its infancy, and
reviewing all the approaches followed during the last
thirty years is beyond the scope of this article {additional
subjects are treated in the textbooks (Castelman, 1979;
Hawkes, 1980; Russ, 1990a)}. Instead, we have made
a selection of a few topics which illustrate some tendencies of quantification for two of the three categories of
images mentioned above.
For the morphometric information, we have selected
two topics . The first concerns the tendency to extrapolate from image analysis in two-dimensions (2D) to
three-dimensional (3D) image analysis . This tendency
is particularly evident within the framework of confocal
microscopy, where it is so easy to produce three-dimensional data sets that measurement in two dimensions only
is no longer justified. The tendency is less clear in electron microscopy because three-dimensional microtomography is not yet a routine technique, despite encouraging
recent developments. The 3D pre-processing, reconstruction and quantification of confocal images is
described in the next section.
As a second topic in this category, we have selected
the quantification of textural and fractal characteristics
of images.
For the third kind of information, i.e., information
related to the chemical composition of a specimen, we
have also selected two topics. The first concerns the
processing of electron energy-filtered image series,
which can be recorded with a TEM or a STEM
equipped with a spectrometer in order to characterize the
content of a specimen by studying the energy lost by the
electrons. Several data processing techniques are in
competition for the extraction of the useful information
from such image sequences. Since these sequences are
the precursors of what is now being generalized as spectrum-images in different microscopical techniques, it

seems interesting to discuss the different strategies.
Finally, we will discuss the case of multiple mapping. With several microanalytical techniques, such as
energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX), electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS), secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), we are able to record several maps related
to the concentration of various constituents within the
specimen. The next problem is thus to find ways of deducing a synthetic map of regions with homogeneous
composition in order to perform a subsequent quantification in terms of the number of such regions, areas of the
different regions, spatial distribution, etc. Some tools
for answering these kinds of questions will be described.

Quantification of Morphometry in ThreeDimensional Confocal Microscopy
The principle of the confocal microscope is now
weil known (readers are referred to the textbooks, e.g.,
Pawley, 1990): due to the confocality principle, the
depth of field is reduced to less than 0.5 J,till so that optical sections of the specimen can be obtained. By stepping the focus plane and recording a set of serial sections, it is possible to reconstruct the three-dimensional
object in the computer . Since different fluorochromes
can label different antibodies and several laser illuminations and several photomultipliers can be used, multiple
three-dimensional maps of the object under study can in
principle be recorded. Other operating modes (reflection
mode for instance) can also provide additional information.
This offers exciting perspectives for the extraction
of quantitative 3D information from biological specimens.
Below, we describe some developments we have
made in this direction, along with a brief review of the
work done by others.
One of the requirements of 3D quantitation compared to 2D quantitation is that 3D reconstruction must
be performed as a preliminary step. Despite many recent improvements, 3D reconstruction in microscopy is
still a difficult task, especially when quantitative results
are to be extracted in addition to qualitative information
(Turner, 1981). In electron microscopy (microtomography), the main difficulty is to cope with the limited
solid angle available with goniometer stages (Frank,
1992). In optical and confocal microscopy, the principle
of 3D reconstruction is very simple: it consists of stacking optical serial sections into the reconstructed digital
volume. However, although a crude improvement can
be obtained with confocal microscopes, both instruments
are still characterized by an anisotropic impulse response
which results in an elongation of objects along the "z"
direction. This distortion must be corrected when quan-
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titative information is to be obtained. Many methods are
now available for performing this task , which is called
deblurring (because the imaging process consists of a
blur of each plane by the adjacent planes) or deconvolution (because the 3D imaged volume is the convolution
of the original object against the impulse response of the
imaging instrument) (Agard et al., 1989; Katsaggelos,
1991). These methods include:

h

[l] The nearest neighbor method (Castelman,
1979):
Oi = Ii - [Ii+l

* h 1 + Ii-I * h_i) * k 1

l*h

(1)

where 6i is the estimation of the intensity of the ith
object plane, Ii is the intensity of the ith image plane, h 1
and h_1 are low-pass (blurring) filter kernels describing
the influence of the neighbor object planes Oi- l and Oi+ 1
on the current image plane Ii, k 1 is a high-pas s (deblurring) kernel and * is the convolution operator .
{Note that attempts to avoid using neighbor planes for
performing image restoration (Monck et al., 1992) cannot be considered as belonging to the class of 3D restoration methods , despite the claim of the author s}.

[2] The Wiener filter method (Holmes et al.,

[J

b

1991):

6 = Fr

1[

6]

(2)

where 6 is the estimation of the restored object, 6 the
estimation of its frequency spectrum , and Fr 1 is the
inverse Fourier transform:

0=1·---IHl2

I

(3)

+

IN!S1 2

where I is the frequency spectrum of the imaged volume, H is the imaging transfer function (the Fourier
Transform of the 3D impulse response), and IN/S 12 is
the inverse of the signal-to-noise ratio (expressed in the
frequency domain).
The drawback of this method is that, since the signal-to-noise frequency spectrum cannot be known precisely, there is a risk of amplifying noise in the restored
object, especially at frequencies where H is very small.

m

[3] The Jansson-van Cittert procedure (Jansson et
al., 1970): this is an extension of the nearest-neighbor
approach where estimates of the object function 6(k) are
iteratively improved until it becomes compatible with the
experimental image I and the 3D impulse response h:
6(k+ I)

= Max {0,

6(k)

+

r . [I

- 6 (k)

* h]} (4)

Figure l. Schematic diagrams illustrating two iterative
approaches for the restoration of images degraded by a
three-dimensional blurring kernel. (a) The Jansson-van
Cittert procedure, with the reblurring variant. (b) The
maximum likelihood approach (so-called Richardson/
Lucy approach). The notations are those of the text.

where r is a gain factor, his the 3D low-pass (blurring)
kernel, and k is the iteration number. It has been shown
(Kawata and Ichioka, 1980) that when the associated
transfer function H is not positive for all frequencies ,
this procedure cannot converge and that, in that case, a
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Figure 2. Gallery of the central parts of 16 serial sections
of a cancerous cell in metaphasic state, stained with chromomycin A3, recorded with a
confocal microscope.
This
data set is used for threedimensional
(3D)
reconstruction, 3D restoration and
3D quantitation.

Figure 3. Visualisation of the
central part of the 3D digital
volume before (a, b and e)
and after (c, d and f) 3D deblurring. The projection mode
used was the integration mode.
(a and c) Projections of the
data set onto the horizontal
X-Y plane; (b and d) projections of the data set onto the
vertical X-Z plane; and (e and
t) simultaneous projection onto
the three faces of the parallelepiped.
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Figure 4. Some additional
views of the reconstructed and
restored digital volume. (a)
Ray-tracing
visualization
mode. (b) Ray-tracing mode.
The window allows visualization of the interior of the object and a check of its compactness. (c) Depth coding
mode: the brighter parts are
closer to the visualization
point than the darker parts.
(d) Magnified view of small
parts of two chromosomes
showing how the information
is coded in the marching cube
surface rendering module .
Other visualization modes,
such as, stereo-movies are
also available.

developed a computational approach (based on the separation of a N-dimensional convolution kernel into Nonedimensional kernels) which reduces the computation time
by a factor greater than ten (Bonnet, 1995c).
The restoration procedure is illustrated in Figures 2
and 3. Figure 2 is a gallery displaying 16 (out of 114)
images of optical sections through a cancerous KB cell
stained with chromomycin A3 in order to selectively visualize DNA in mitotic chromosomes {for more details
concerning the specimen and the experimental protocol,
see Ploton et al. (1994) and Gilbert et al. (1995)}. Fig ures 3a and 3b display horizontal ("x-y") and vertical
("x-z") projections of the reconstituted volume after interpolation and correction of the refractive index effect
(Visser et al., 1992). Figures 3c and 3d display the
same projections after 3D image restoration (the microscope impulse response was determined experimentally
by imaging fluorescent beads of size approximately
equal to the voxel size). Figures 3e and 3f give an
overview of the 3D data sets before and after restoration, respectively, through projections onto the three
faces of the parallelepiped. Figure 4 shows some other
views of the restored digital volume. The visualization
modules were developed by us (Lucas, 1995; Lucas et
al., 1996a) and include : surface rendering {modified
version of the marching cube algorithm (Lorensen and
Cline, 1987)}, volume rendering and hybrid rendering

reblurring procedure gives better results:
6(k+ I)

= Max {O, 6 (k) + r · h * [I

- 6(k)

* h]}

(5)

The drawback of this approach is that it must be stopped
before convergence because it converges towards the
Wiener filter, with its associated deficiencies .

[4] The maximum likelihood (ML) approach:
after its success in astronomy (Richardson, 1972; Lucy,
1974), the ML approach was introduced in confocal microscopy (Holmes and Liu, 1989; Willis et al ., 1993).
It is also an iterative method which consists in refining
the previous estimate of the object function according to
the procedure:
6(k+ I)

= Max {O, 6(k)

· [I/(O(k)

* h) * h]}

(6)

This procedure can be iterated a large number of times
without creating the artefacts produced by the Janssonvan Cittert or reblurring procedures .
The Jansson-van Cittert and maximum-likelihood
procedures {eqs. (5) and (6), respectively} are represented by schematic diagrams in Figure 1.
Like several others, we have implemented all these
methods (except the 3D Wiener filter) and have concluded that the ML approach gives the most satisfactory
results, but at the expense of such a high computational
load that it cannot be used routinely. Thus, we have
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(ray-tracing, projection onto the parallelepiped faces).
Movies can also be produced (Lucas et al., 1996b).
Once volume reconstruction, volume restoration and
volume display are complete, we can embark on the 3D
quantification. As for image quantification, the most
difficult task is the preliminary step which consists in
isolating individual "objects," i.e., performing the segmentation of the 3D scene. Although specific staining
procedures are generally used, the digitized volume is
not often binary, and the full range of grey levels is often covered. Thus, advanced processing techniques developed for 2D images have to be extended to work on
3D data sets. They include: local pre-processing techniques for improving the signal-to-noise ratio and the
contrast (Bonnet et al., 1992a; Vautrot and Bonnet,
1994), mathematical morphology tools (Jeulin, 1988;
Preston, 1991; Gratin and Meyer, 1992; Meyer, 1992),
segmentation by the Voronoi diagram approach (Bertin
et al., 1992, 1993).
As an example of the difficulty of performing the
segmentation task, we display in Figure Sa the histogram
of the reconstructed and restored volume discussed previously (metaphase chromosomes).
This histogram
shows that the digital volume is far from being bimodal
and that finding a grey level threshold for splitting the
volume into "DNA" and "non-DNA" is not an easy task.
We found that things become easier after local contrast
enhancement. Among the different methods available,
we used an extension of the local edge-based method
(Beghdadi and Le Negrate, 1989). The histogram of the
volume after contrast enhancement is shown in Figure
Sb, and we can see that, although not yet binary, this
histogram is to some extent bimodal. Thus, automatic
methods (based on the Fisher criterion, or on entropy
concepts) can be used to find the appropriate grey level
threshold. Due to the overlapping of the two populations (stained/unstained), the binary image after thresholding is not perfect but after cleaning it (tools from
mathematical morphology, such as closing/opening or
relaxation procedures, can be used for this purpose),
satisfactory results can be obtained.
Once individual objects, or regions, have been depicted and labelled, it is not a very difficult task to
perform quantification. Parameters which can be quantified include: (1) the number of objects; (2) their surface
and their volume; (3) some form factors, which can be
deduced from their geometrical moments, for instance
(Prokop and Reeves, 1992):

center of mass G; and (4) their spatial distribution.
Some reports concerning 3D quantification in confocal microscopy can be found in Konig et al. (1991),
Rigaut et al. (1991), Kett et al. (1992), Hofers et al.
(1993), Usson et al. (1994) and Parau.a et al. (1995).
We have implemented tools for performing such
quantification studies. For instance, following Guilak
(1994), we have found that the marching cube approach,
which is one of the methods we have developed for 3D
surface visualiz.ation, allows a fast and precise
determination of surface and volume.
We are currently applying this software to the study
of the quantitative modifications during the cell cycle of
nucleolar proteins involved in the ribosomal transcription
{RNA polymerase I and Upstream Binding Factor
(UBF)} or involved in cell proliferation (Kl-67 antigen).

Quantification of the Texture
and Fractal Appearance
Biological structures often have a specific appearance that skilful observers are able to recognize as being
different from one specimen to another one. However,
grading and rating this difference in appearance is somewhat difficult and sometimes subjective. There is thus
also a need to quantify these phenomena in addition to
quantifying morphometric parameters (e.g., numbers,
lengths, areas, or volumes).
Some of these problems are often referred to as texture recognition. This is the case of the texture of DNA
in the nucleus for instance, which was long ago recognized as an important criterion for the characteriz.ation
of cells in a normal or pathological state.
Others problems are referred to as fractal recognition. After the discovery of the fractal geometry by
Mandelbrot (1982), it was realized that many biological
structures have a fractal appearance, either by their external shape or by the grey level variations of their
interior.
In this section, we give a brief survey and illustration of some recent approaches for characterizing image
texture and fractalness.

Texture
As early as 1974, it was recognized that "stochastic
characteriz.ation of texture should be generally useful for
automatic recognition of cells by computer" and that "it
is appropriate to examine quantitative descriptions of the
texture of the cell nucleus" (Lipkin and Lipkin, 1974).
In their study, a preliminary set of texture parameters
was introduced to quantify the "fineness" or "coarseness" of the nucleus. After that, many studies were devoted to the definition of pertinent parameters for characterizing the chromatin texture at the optical microscope level (Pressman, 1976; Landeweerd and Gelsema,

- ~ ·p·qkr O( l,J,
' . k)
M pqr-1..,IJ
or µpqr

=

E (i-ic,)P (j-fo)q (k-k 0 )r O(i,j ,k)

(7)

where O is the binary object function, i, j, k are spatial
coordinates of voxels, and i0 , fo, k 0 are those of the
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Figure 5. (a) Grey-level histogram of the restored digital volume (logarithmic scale). From this histogram, it is
impossible to define a grey-level threshold for segmenting the volume into DNA/ non-DNA regions. (b) Grey-level
histogram after local contrast enhancement. Though the bimodality is still imperfect, it is nevertheless possible to define
a threshold for segmentation.
With these low-level tools, textural pattern recognition can be performed on a global basis (classification of
different patterns into several classes) or on a local basis
(segmentation).

1978; Smeulders et al ., 1979; Komitowski and Zinser,
1985; Young et al., 1986). Despite some variations,
most of the approaches rely on methods based on estimations of the second-order statistics: the co-occurrence
matrix and its secondary descriptors (Haralick , 1979)
and the grey-level run length (Galloway, 1975). These
features are also those which are used in most of the
commercial software packages (Brugal, 1984).
Texture characteriz.ation is, of course, not limited to
optical microscopy. Electron microscopes as well as
confocal microscopes produce images in which texture
play an important role and can be studied in great detail.
Figures 6a and 6b display images of chromatin texture recorded with a MRC 600 (BIORAD, Heme!,
Hempstead, UK) confocal microscope (fluorochrome:
chromomycin A3) {see Gilbert et al . (1995) for details
of the experimental protocols}. The textural appearance
in this kind of images is very dependent on the activity
of the cell (quiescent or proliferating) and on the phase
within the cell cycle (interphase or steps of mitosis).
Since the beginning of texture analysis, numerous
tools have been explored for a better chara cteriz.ation of
homog eneous or locally varying textures. Among these
tools are: (1) Markov auto-regressive models (Pratt et
al., 1981), (2) filter banks (Unser and Eden, 1989), (3)
Gabor filters (Jain and Farrhoknia , 1991), (4) wavelets
(Vautrot and Bonnet , 1995; Unser, personal communication).

Fractals
Many objects and structures (cells, organelles, tissues) display irregular pattern s, which seem to have in
common some self-similarity property (i.e., they have a
similar appearance when they are observed at different
magnifications). If this is so (or partly so), they can be
described by the concepts of fractal geometry and especially by their fractal dimension.
This approach has been found useful in several
fields of application: (1) image segmentation of lung sections (Rigaut, 1988), (2) characteriz.ation of cell surface
complexity (Keough et al., 1991; Nonnenmacher, 1994;
Nonnenmacher et al., 1994), (3) classification of retinal
neurons according to their complexity (Fernandez et al,
1994), and (4) characteriz.ation of the microdistribution
of elements in bioactive marine sediments (Block et al.,
1991).
A review of some methods, and other applications
concerning the trabecular bone, exfoliative cervical cytology, neurons and glial cells, microbial growth patterns, marine organisms, mosaic organs and lung alveoli, can be found in Cross (1994).
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There are now many ways of computing parameters
connected to the self-similarity of curves and twodimensional images:
[l] the box-counting approach (Gangepain and
Roques-Carmes, 1986) and its variants (box-counting
with interpolation (Keller et al., 1989), differential boxcounting (Chaudhuri et al., 1993) and relative differential box counting (Jin et al., 1995). Images are represented as pseudo-3D entities (the third dimension is
given by the grey-level). The fractal dimension is estimated by D = -s, where s is the slope of the Log(N) Log(L) curve. N is the number of cubic boxes (of size
L) necessary to cover the whole 3D entity.
[2] the Hurst coefficient approach (Russ, 1990b):
the local fractal dimension is given by D = 3 - s, where
s is the slope of the Log(o) - Log(d) curve, and <J is the
standard deviation of grey levels of pixels situated a distance d away from a reference pixel.
[3] the power spectrum approach (Pentland, 1984;
Aguilar et al., 1993; Anguiano et al., 1993): the power
spectrum P(f) = [I(f)] 2 , where I(f) is the Fourier Transform of the image, is computed and averaged along concentric rings (radius r). The slope s of the Log(P 112) Log(r) curve is related to the fractal dimension D by the
relation: D = 4 - s.
[4] the mathematical morphology approach, also
called the cover approach or the blanket approach (Peleg
et al., 1984; Maragos and Schafer, 1990; Maragos,
1994): the fractal dimension is estimated as D = 2 - s,
where s is the slope of the curve Log(A) - Log(r). A is
the area of the pseudo-3D entity (cf. the box-counting
method) obtained after dilation of the original 3D entity
by a structuring element of size r.
We have undertaken a comparative study of the conditions of application of these different methods (Bonnet
et al., 1994). Here, we can only give a brief illustration
of some of the methods.
Images of chromatin similar to those discussed in
the previous section are chosen as examples. Figures 6a
and 6b represent two projected views of nuclear chromatin at slightly different states of interphase. We can
discriminate the two slightly different textures. Figures
6c and 6d show the Log(N) - Log(L) curves corresponding to the differential box-counting approach. The almost perfect linearity of this curve indicates that a fractal approach seems to be valid for quantifying the observed differences. Similar curves (not shown) were obtained with the other techniques (e.g., power spectrum
or blanket).
The fractal dimensions estimated from the two images with the box-counting technique are 2.53 and 2.39,
respectively. It must be stressed that values obtained by
other techniques are not identical (2.39 and 2.27, respectively, by the power spectrum approach, for instance).

This discrepancy comes from the fact that all the techniques do not measure the same "fractal dimension."
However, it is reinsuring to observe that all the estimations give a higher dimension for image 6a than for image 6b. Thus, even if estimating an absolute value of
the "dimension" remains a difficult task, relative values
(obtained with always the same method) can be used for
ranking textured and fractal images.
On the basis of such calculations, we have undertaken studies related to the texture modifications observed in the following conditions: (1) cell pathology:
during the different steps of interphase and of prophase
of cancerous cells and (2) during the action of drugs
leading to apoptosis of leukemic cells.

Quantification of the Chemical
Content of a Specimen: the Example of
Electron Energy Loss Imaging
Besides structural information, microscopists are
also interested in the localization and quantification of
the chemical species within the specimen. This can be
done by microanalysis. Microanalytical techniques are
very numerous and specialists in each of them have developed specific techniques for performing quantification
from the type of data available. It is not possible to review all these methods within the framework of this article. Thus, we have chosen one single example to illustrate the potentialities and difficulties of performing such
quantification. This example concerns transmission electron microscopy and, more specifically, the analysis of
the energy lost by electrons when passing through a thin
specimen. We have chosen this example because we
think it is representative of the tendency which will concern most of the microanalytical techniques in the near
future, i.e., the development of spectrum-imaging techniques. A spectrum-image is an image for which, at any
pixel (x,y), a spectrum as a function of energy, I(E), or
of wavelength, I(>..),is recorded. Such a data set can be
processed along lines pertaining to spectroscopy (each
spectrum Ix,y{E) is processed independently), to image
processing (each energy filtered image IE(x,y) is processed independently) or to mixed approaches which have
still to be improved.
The spectrum-imaging technique is still in its infancy (Jeanguillaume and Colliex, 1989; Balossier et al.,
1991; Hunt and Williams, 1991; Lavergne et al., 1992,
1994; Kortje, 1994). In routine experiments, which can
be performed either with a TEM equipped with an energy filter or with a STEM equipped with a spectrometer,
series of a few energy filtered images are recorded in
the vicinity of the characteristic energy loss of the element to be studied. It must be stressed that with this
type of microanalysis, unlike X-ray microanalysis or
SIMS for instance, one single image cannot provide a
92
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Figure 6. (a and b) Two examples of chromatin images obtained from cells in interphase (confocal microscopy).
(c and d) Estimation of the fractal dimension by the box-counting method . Points represent the number of boxes
necessary to cover the object (vertical: logarithmic scale) as a function of the box size (horizontal: logarithmic scale).
The absolute value of the line slope gives the estimation of the fractal dimension (2.53 and 2.39 in these specific cases).
map of the concentration distribution, because the characteristic signal is always superimposed on an important
background signal, which is not characteristic of the
element under study . Thus, additional images must be
recorded for energy losses below or far above the characteristic energy loss (Jeanguillaume et al ., 1978;
Colliex, 1986; Leapman, 1986; Shuman et al., 1986).
The question we wish to address in this section
concerns the ways of extracting useful information (i.e.,
the "true" map of the elemental distribution and the
amount of element at each position) from the experimentally recorded image sequence.
There are two groups of methods, each with some
variants (Bonnet , 1995b). The first group is inherited

from spectroscopic techniques. It consists in modelling
the change in signal intensity as a function of the energy
loss, for energy losses outside the characteristic region.
The model obtained for the background can then be extrapolated inside the range of energy losses for which
there is a characteristic signal. This extrapolated background is then subtracted from the experimental intensity
values within this range, giving estimates of the desired
net values of the characteristic signal. Finally, a comparison of the net intensity with the inelastic cross-sections provides an estimate of the numbers of atoms of
the chemical element within the specimen column corresponding to the pixel studied. Repeating the procedure
for all the pixels of the image sequence allows us to
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build a 2D map of the number of atoms in the specimen
columns. This procedure was first suggested by Jeanguillaume et al. (1978) and then extended by others.
The model used was always the A.E-R curve proposed
by Egerton (1986), where A and R are parameters to be
established, and E is the energy loss . Several improvements were suggested by Bonnet et al . (1988), including: (1) the choice between different models, (2) a check
of the consistency of the model ("ghost" image method),
(3) the possibility of applying a semi-local model instead
of a purely local (pixel level) or a purely global (image
level) approach, and (4) the possibility of building statistically significant maps by performing a statistical analysis of the modelling process.
These developments in the context of STEM EELS
were subsequently extended to Electron Spectroscopic
Imaging (ESI) by Beckers et al. (1994).
Although this first approach is the most frequently
used and has attained a high degree of sophistication
(Leapman et al., 1993; Colliex et al., 1994; Leapman
and Hunt, 1995), it is not completely satisfactory, for
the following reasons: (1) It is mainly a local method:
this means that , when processing a pixel data set, the
content of the other pixels is completely disregarded.
This makes the procedure statistically inefficient and
thus noise sensitive. (2) As with any modelling approach, it is necessary to provide a model at the very
beginning of the procedure. Thus, the question of the
robustness of the quantitative results as a function of the
choice of the model has to be considered.
For these two reasons, we have attempted to apply
alternative methods to the processing of such image sequences (Hannequin and Bonnet, 1988; Bonnet and
Hannequin, 1989). These methods, which belong to
Multivariate Statistical Analysis (MSA), analyse the
whole data set (i.e., all the pixels) at once and extract
the pertinent information while discarding the redundant
information . Their purpose is also to avoid the need for
a mathematical model , at least during the first steps of
the analysis. After our preliminary work, four variants
of the approach have been suggested . We give only
here a brief review of these variants.
[l] In the variant described by Trebbia and Bonnet
(1990), the purpose of MSA is not to provide quantitative results directly. It is mainly to analyse qualitatively
the data set (number of useful factors), to check its consistency (i.e., to detect possible experimental artefacts)
and to eliminate a large part of the noise from it. For
this last purpose, the data set (i.e., the energy-filtered
image series) is reconstituted with only those factorial
images that are believed to contain useful information
(i.e., information related to the chemical content of the
specimen). The other factorial images (related to noise
or experimental artefacts) are discarded . Then, the

reconstituted image series is processed along the "conventional" line (modelling, extrapolation of the background and background subtraction). Applications of
this variant can be found in Trebbia and Mory (1990).
[2] The variant described by Hannequin and Bonnet
(1988) contains the first attempt to obtain directly quantitative results from a MSA approach. For this purpose,
the simple decomposition of the original data set into
orthogonal components (which can be performed by
Principal Components Analysis, Karhunen-Loeve Analysis or Correspondence Analysis) is not sufficient, because there is no reason why the characteristic signal
should be orthogonal to the background . Thus, it is necessary to perform a second step, which consists in rotating the factorial axes so that each new axis can be identified with one of the underlying sources of information
(e.g., background, characteristic signal or thickness) .
This "oblique analysis" is well known in chemistry
(Malinowski and Howery, 19 80) and in nuclear medicine
(Di Paola et al., 1982). The rotated axis corresponding
to the characteristic signal then makes it possible to
obtain the desired information in a quantitative way .
In the two other variants, the background extrapolation is performed in the factorial space, instead of in the
"real" space (i.e., the space of the experiment, with the
energy loss, E, as a variable):
[3] In the variant described by Bonnet et al.
(1992b), only the images outside the characteristic range
(i.e., images of the background) are submitted to MSA.
After MSA, each of these images is characterized by coordinates (scores) on the two or three factorial axes,
i.e., by a vector in a reduced (two or three-dimensional)
factorial space. From these coordinates and the factorial
images, the original image sequence can be reconstituted
(see variant 1). The idea behind this variant is to reconstitute "fictitious" images instead of the real images.
For this, we suggested keeping the factorial images as
such and using "fictitious" weights (i .e. , fictitious image
scores on the factorial axes). These scores are of course
not chosen at random but extrapolated from the coordinates of the real images (see Fig. 8 in Bonnet and
Trebbia, 1992). The hypotheses implied by this procedure are the following :
(i) The fictitious images (which correspond to the
background signal hidden by the characteristic signal)
are sufficiently coherent with the experimental background images that they share the same factorial images.
(ii) The continuity between the real background images is sufficiently high that the unknown image scores
can be extrapolated from the known ones according to a
simple mathematical model (a polynomial of order one
or two, for instance).
These hypotheses are assumed to be reasonable (see
Bonnet et al., 1992b) for a comparison of results
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obtained by this variant and the conventional modelling
approach).
[4] A fourth variant was suggested by Gelsema et
al. (1994). The aim, as in the previous one, is to estimate the unknown background (at characteristic energy
losses) from values of the background at non-characteristic energy losses. This is done following a different
procedure: first, apply MSA to the whole image sequence. Then select the factorial axis which mostly represents the characteristic signal. Then, segment the corresponding factorial image into pixels containing a characteristic signal (say type A-pixels) and background-only
pixels (say type B-pixels). Now, apply MSA to the set
of type B-pixels only. Finally, apply the reconstitution
procedure to type A-pixels using the results obtained after the analysis of type B-pixels. This allows us to obtain the background values for type A-pixels at energy
losses above the characteristic edge. The remaining
steps are trivial.
There is thus a wealth of suggestions for trying to
overcome the limitations of the conventional modelling
procedure. Unfortunately, there are not yet enough experimental results, especially in the field of biological
applications with elements in small concentration, to
draw a conclusion and to show whether one approach is
superior to the others.
Finally, we would like to stress the fact that the discussion we have made concerning the processing of
image series in electron energy loss microanalysis is not
at all limited to this specific application. The duality
modelling approach/MSA remains valid for many other
types of imaging protocols. For instance, it is also pertinent in time-resolved fluorescence optical microscopy
where videomicroscopic fluorescence imaging allows us
to study ion (Ca2+ or er for instance) dynamics in cells
(Bonnet and Zahm, 1995). It has also been employed in
differential absorption X-ray imaging (Trebbia ·et al.,
1995).

instance.
With the improvement of microanalytical methods,
we will be more and more often faced with the problem
of multiple maps of a specimen, recorded either with the
same technique or with complementary techniques
(EELS and EDX, for instance). The first step of quantification, in this case, is to isolate regions of the specimen with homogeneous composition (segmentation step)
on the basis of the different maps available. The second
step consists in characterizing these different regions
(size, shape, spatial organization and inter-relationships).
We will only discuss the first step, since the other is not
specific compared to structural two- or three-dimensional
studies.
Concerning the segmentation of multivariate microanalytical maps, the only method which has been used
extensively is the scatterplot approach (Jeanguillaume,
1985; Bright and Newbury, 1991; Kenny et al., 1994).
It is restricted to two maps (at most, three) of the same
specimen and consists in building a two-dimensional histogram relating the content of one map to the content of
the other one. In this plot, groups of pixels with homogeneous composition are displayed as clouds of points
(clusters) . One or several of these clouds can be selected interactively and back-mapped in the original
image space.
This tool is noticeably inadequate if more than two
or three maps are available or if an automation of the
quantification procedure is expected. Recently, we have
proposed several extensions to this procedure in order to
handle a larger number of maps in a more or Jess automatic fashion:
[l] Extension of the scatterplot approach to a
number N of maps greater than two or three:
With the conventional scatterplot approach, we can
only deal with two data sets. If we choose for these two
data sets two images of the experimental image series,
we lose the information contained in the (N - 2) remaining ones and the scatterplot is of very limited usefulness.
The idea (developed in Bonnet et al., 1995) is to first
build two data sets (synthetic images) which concentrate
the whole information, and then to build a scatterplot
with these two synthetic images. The problem is that
there is an infinity of possible synthetic images. We
have explored two variants: in the former one, we define
"observers" of the N-dimensional data set (situated, for
instance, at the comers of the hypercube) and the information coded is the distance of the different pixels (represented by points in the N-dimensional space, according
to their intensity contents) to these observers. By combining the information "seen" by two such observers, we
can build scatterplots which contain information related
to the whole N-dimensional data set. In the second variant we have explored, the "observers" are no longer

Quantification Problems Related
to Multi-Elemental Mapping
In the previous section, we have discussed the problems related to the extraction of quantitative information
(i.e., the number of atoms of a given element contained
in a column of the specimen) from a set of microanalytical images. Quantification in this context may also concern the area (in two dimensions) or the volume (in
three dimensions, as in SIMS for instance) of the specimen with a given composition. When only one chemical
element (or ion) is concerned, this kind of problem is
closely related to the image segmentation problem encountered in structural image analysis, as discussed previously. Examples of such studies are given by De
Bruijn et al. (1987) and Sorber et al. (1990, 1991), for
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(i) the number of significant factors, which provides
information about the number of independent "sources
of information" present in the data set {see Bonnet et al.
(1992b) and Bonnet and Trebbia (1992) for an in-depth
discussion of this topic},
(ii) the correlation and anti-correlation between the
different maps (scores of the different maps onto the significant factorial axes), and
(iii) the spatial distribution of the different sources
of information (factorial images).
Detailed applications of this technique to series of
X-ray spectra and of X-ray maps of liver cell nuclei
cryo-prepared or prepared according to the potassium
pyroantimonate method are described in Quintana and
Bonnet (1994a,b).
Here again, it must be stressed that the problems
discussed here are not limited to electron, ion or X-ray
microanalysis, but are very general problems.
The
study of the co-localization of different fluorochromes in
confocal microscopy, for example, is being very actively
studied (e.g., Humbert et al., 1992; Wansink et al.,
1994) and is clearly very similar to the quantification of
multiple elemental maps .

points, but lines (in fact, diagonals of the hypercube) .
The problem is still that there are several possibilities (pairs of comers, pairs of diagonals) , some of them
useful (i.e., clusters are displayed in the scatterplot when
there are clusters in the data set) and some of them less
useful. Thus, up to now, we have to select "good" scatterplots according to some fore-knowledge of the data
set (separability of clusters). The problem of automatically mapping an N-dimensional data set onto a 2-dimensional space, with as little distortion as possible, has
received attention for a long time in the field of pattern
recognition (Sammon, 1969; Gelsema and Eden, 1980).
We are currently investigating the possible application of
these methods to multiple maps, and how they compare
to neural networks (e.g., self-organizing maps, see
Kohonen, 1988).
[2] Automatic handling of multiple maps without
using the scatterplot approach:
The scatterplot approach is useful mainly ifwe want
to have a visualization of the number of clusters, of their
shape and of their relationships, or if we want to select
one or several of them interactively. If we want to segment the N-dimensional data set automatically, this visualization is not absolutely necessary (although it can also
be useful for checking the results). Thus, we have also
suggested and experimented with two methods for the
automatic handling of multipl e microanalytical maps
(Bonnet, 1995a). These two methods are:
(i) Clustering: numerous methods have been studied
extensively in the field of data processing for clustering
multi-dimensional data (Duda and Hart, 1973). Among
them, the K-means and fuzzy C-means approaches can
be used, together with criteria for estimating the number
of homogeneous classes present in the data set. Work
has still to be done for evaluating the influence of different parameters (especially, the choice of a distance function) on the quality of partitions obtained in practical
situations.
(ii) Multivariate region growing: in the field of conventional image processing, region growing (also called
"merge") is one of the methods of image segmentation
(Horowitz and Pavlidis, 1976; Chen et al., 1991). The
extension of this approach to multi-dimensional data is
straightfoiward and allows us to perform multi-image
segmentation taking into account the spatial coordinates,
at least in favorable situations.
[3] Multivariate Statistical Analysis:
The aim of the scatterplot approach is to display the
correlation (or anti-correlation) between the intensities in
two images, for different groups of pixels. It is also the
aim of MSA, when more than two images are involved.
Thus, multiple maps of a specimen can also be analysed
by this technique. The different results which can be
obtained are:

Conclusion

In this paper, we have selected a few topics related
to the general problem of quantification in imaging of
biological specimens. Although we do not pretend to
have covered the whole subject, we hope the examples
we have chosen are representative of the state of the art
in different domains of application of imaging: structural
imaging, functional imaging and chemical imaging.
Concerning the first kind of images, we think that
one of the most important tendencies is the advance
from 2D quantification to 3D quantification. The efforts
which have been made to extract quantitative information
from 2D images can now be transposed to 3D digital
data sets, provided these data sets are made free of the
artefacts due to the anisotropy of the impulse response
of imaging instruments. We have also noticed that, besides the quantification of lengths, surfaces, volumes,
spatial distribution, etc., there is also a growing interest
in the quantification of the textural appearance of biological structures.
Chemical imaging is also a domain in which instrumental improvements yield very sophisticated data sets,
containing a wealth of information, which has to be decoded by no less sophisticated methods . We have shown
that several approaches are presently in competition, but
could also be used jointly in the near future. Essentially, the modelling approach can be used safely when an
underlying model can be ascertained. Alternatively,
Multivariate Statistical Analysis can be used to check the
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consistency of the data set or as a preliminary step to
analyse the content of a data set.
Since more and more multivariate data sets will be
produced, there is also a need to introduce tools developed within the framework of multivariate pattern recognition as practical software for microscopists.
Finally, as a general conclusion, we would like to
say that despite the many developments made during the
last years, there is still much to be done before all the
information recorded within images can be extracted.
As the dimensionality of the recorded images increases
(from two-dimensional images to three-dimensional
ones, from mono-spectral to multi-spectral, from static
to dynamic, from mono-modality to multi-modalities,
etc.), the human visual system is less and less able to
cope, and new computer algorithms will have to be
developed to take over its role.
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particular distance function, the influence of which is
rather well known.
Authors: We agree with your comment. The intrinsic
dimensionality (i.e., the "true" number of classes) of a
data set is a parameter which has to be evaluated during
the course of clustering, and this is not an easy task. In
parallel to the large number of clustering techniques
which have been suggested, a large number of "objective" parameters have been proposed for evaluating the
quality of a partition. The problem is that these "objective" criteria are not often self-consistent and generally produce different results for a given data set. The allowed space does not permit us to develop our answer as
necessary {see Duda and Hart (1973) as a classical reference}. We just give some indications and additional
references.
Within the framework of the K-means procedure,
some criteria which can be used for estimating the
"true" number of clusters are : (1) the position of an elbow (or turning point) of the within-cluster distance
computed as a function of the number of clusters, (2)
combinations of the within-class variance and of the
between-class variance (Fukunaga, 1972), (3) local
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix (Verveer and Duin,
1995) and (4) the minimum of the Akaike information
criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974) .
A co mprehensive list of references, together with
some new developm ents, is given by Carazo et al .
(1990) for clustering within the framework of fuzzy
logic .
It must be stressed that automatic classification
procedures can only be envisaged in rather favorable
situations, i.e., when the different clusters are reasonably separated. When the clusters are strongly overlapping, attempting to determine automatically the number of clusters and to perform classification on this basis
can lead to very misleading conclusions.

Discussion with Reviewers
E.S. Gelsema : It is interesting to see that the two
methods for the estimation of fractal dimensions rank the
two images corresponding to two different states of interphase in the same way. This does not, however,
show that different states of interphase can be discriminated in this way. It is true that the authors do not state
that, but they seem to imply it. Do the authors have any
evidence that a fractal dimension estimation method can
be used for this more ambitious purpose?
Authors: It is true that we hope to be able to discriminate different states of interphase through the quantification of variations in the textural appearance of images.
But , in the present state of our investigation s, we do not
claim that the fractal dimension is a parameter sufficient
for this purpose. In fact, the fractal dim ension variation
between different images is rather weak and has to be
compared to the biological variability befo re any conclusion can be drawn. Our limited set of experiments do
not allow us to draw such a conclusion. Moreover , the
fractal dimension is not the only parameter which can be
estimated. The porosity, or different fractal signatures,
or multi-fractal parameters, can also be used for characterizing the chromatin aspect. Which parameter is better
suited for the purpose of chromatin image ranking in different situations is still subject to study. On the other
hand, it is not proven that fractal parameters are better
candidates than other textural features (based on Markov
random fields, for instance) for this characterization.

N.K. Tovey: You mention the "quantification problems
related to multi-elemental mapping" and in particular,
the problem faced when there are more than two images
present. Would you please comment on the approaches
to solve this problem which have been in widespread use
in Remote Sensing for many years but have been used
relatively little in image analysis despite the similarity of
the techniques. Papers already written adapting the remote sensing technique to image analysis are covered in
Tovey et al. (1992a,b).
Authors: As written by one of the referees (J.A.
Swift), we consider the work described in the papers
you mention as "a most elegant piece of work." But we
do not think that it can be compared to the (very preliminary) description we made of automatic classification.
The main reason that these two approaches cannot be

E.S. Gelsema: As far as I am aware, while many clustering techniques have been proposed in the context of
pattern recognition, the problem of determining the optimal number of clusters, given a data set is not solved by
any of them. I would be interested in methods which
can validate various clustering solutions with different
numbers of clusters N, i.e., which operate on a clustering criterion which is valid for a range of values of N.
In my opinion, this is a larger problem than choosing a
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compared is that your papers describe supervised multispectral classification while what we describe is unsupervised classification. For supervised classification,
you need to delineate training areas composed of "pure"
material (quartz, feldspar, etc.). As you write yourself,
good classification results can only be obtained (whatever the classifa:ation of the procedure used) "provided
that a correct selection of training area has been made"
(Tovey et al., 1992b, p. 273). We have no doubt that
experts can designate valid training areas in the fields of
remote sensing and of material science applications.
Thus, many supervised procedures, including maximum
likelihood classification, but also neural networks
approaches, can be envisaged. In the field of biological
applications, we think that reliable "prototypes" (training
areas) are more difficult to obtain. This is the reason
why we are exploring the way of unsupervised classification. We expect that if different classes of pixels
(representing different composition of the specimen, or
different co-localization of fluorescent markers) are present, they can be identified as different clusters in the
multi-dimensional data space without the need to use a
training set.
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N.K. Tovey: How does the Jansson -van Cittert procedure for image reconstruction, which appear to be a
non-linear iterative approach compare with the techniques described in several papers by Shaw and Razaz
{e.g., Razaz et al. (1993)}?
Authors: As reported in the section of this review devoted to image restoration, a number of methods have
been suggested for trying to cope with the limitations of
the imaging instruments and especially the loss of axial
resolution due to the depth of field. In agreement with
several authors, we consider that, in general, non-lin ear
algorithms perform better than linear ones, but the detailed comparison between various non-linear methods is
difficult to perform. What we suggest is to simulate images (or volumes) as similar as possible to the experimental data to process, to simulate the degradation process and to check the ability of the different algorithms to
restore the simulated image . We conducted such experiments with the algorithms we have described, but we
cannot ascertain that the results we have obtained with
our data sets can be generalized .
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